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Abstract 
We present a 1-period model of the Polish financial market from the view point of the largest Polish company KGHM, 
whose share prices declined from 119 PLN on June 1, 2015 to 68 PLN on December 2, 2015. Our goal is to show how 
KGHM might create portfolios (with practically zero cost), which would (almost) fully compensate these declines 
without, what is very important, short sale of KGHM’s shares. The presented methodology is equally suitable in any 
country for all those companies for which options on their shares are also tradable. We employ here a matrix model of a 
fraction of the Polish financial market and make use of the Black–Scholes formula to valuate 3 portfolios replicating 3 
desired by KGHM, but not available on the market, financial instruments. To give more insight to the readers, we 
distinguish two cases. In one of them, volatility of KGHM’s share prices is 35%, and in the other case it equals 20%.  
Keywords: approximate hedging, Black-Scholes formula, incomplete market, replication error, share prices 
JEL: C02, C18, C54, C60 
1. Introduction 
The motivation for writing this article came from observation that several listed companies from time to time suffer 
huge declines in their share prices. Our goal is to show how KGHM, one of the largest cooper and silver producers in 
the world, might create an extra income from a hedging portfolio which would fully compensate potential declines of its 
share prices. The presented methodology works even better for external (other than KGHM) investors. In this article we 
improve the results obtained in (Zaremba 2016, 2017a), by avoiding the short sale of KGHM shares which was a kind 
of shortcoming in these articles. 
Our goal is to show how any company (KGHM is just a randomly chosen company) might create portfolios (with cost 
close to zero) which would (almost) fully compensate potential declines of its share price without, what is very 
important, short sale of its shares. The presented methodology is equally suitable in any country for all such companies 
for which options on their shares are tradable.  
The topic discussed in this paper belongs to the research area called static hedging in complete and incomplete 
markets. There is a number of articles published already which are devoted to this field, but none of them (to the 
knowledge of this author) is focused on the issue of compensating declines of share prices. As a matter of fact, we do 
not cite these works because the ideas, theories, or research contained in them in no way influenced our study.  
Similarly as in (Cerny 2009, pp.1-21) we present a 1-period model of a fraction of the Polish financial market in which 
there are only 2 dates, today and “tomorrow”, the latter may mean this week or next month or next quarter, etc. In such 
model it is assumed that all economic activity (consumption, trading and work) takes place only today and “tomorrow”. 
It turns out that such a model quite adequately represents the real financial market for many medium-term or long-term 
investors, such as for example investment funds. 
In this 1-period model vectors represent financial instruments, such as the vector b below, while matrices represent 
financial markets, with their columns featuring payments from all liquid securities on a particular market under 
consideration. An example of such a matrix is P given by (1), which is more complex than the ones investigated in 
(Zaremba 2016, p.504; 2017a, p.25) and in Zaremba (in press). P represents a fraction of the Polish financial market 
from the point of view KGHM, with first column b displaying payments resulting from 1 KGHM’s share in 7 different 
scenarios: 
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Matrix P displays all possible payments in 7 scenarios on December 2, 2015 (“tomorrow”) resulting from 4 different 
financial instruments bought “today”, that is on June 1, 2015. Columns 2, 3, and 4 represent payments generated 
respectively by a treasury bill, a call option at strike price of 95 PLN, and a put option at strike price of 110 PLN. 
2. Problem Statement 
To make our model more realistic, we associate certain probabilities, say p = 
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 to 7 states of the market (7 
scenarios) of the Polish financial market. Our goal is to suggest what portfolio should KGHM hold in order (i) to be 
compensated for all potential declines of its share prices, and (ii) to pay very little for such portfolio without necessity 
of shorting its own shares. The same financial profits will achieve any other (than KGHM) investor by holding the 
portfolio specified below.  
We take into account that prices of KGHM’s shares may decline to 55 PLN in a 6-month horizon (in fact, they declined 
to 65 PLN on December 2, 2015) from the current level of 119 PLN on June 1, 2015, as well as they may rise up to 145 
PLN in a 6-month period. 
3. Some Theory 
The underlying theory was first presented in (Cerny, 2009, pp. 25-49 ) and then was employed also in (Zaremba, 2016, 
2017a, 2017b) and Zaremba (in press). Generally speaking, it is supposed that a financial market is represented by some 
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 featuring a desired financial instrument (focus 
asset) compensating perfectly or almost perfectly potential declines of a certain company’s shares. If market A is 
incomplete, that is, not all instruments (such as b) can be perfectly replicated by basis assets (columns of matrix A), 
then the question arises how one  
can build the best approximate hedge of the focus asset b by means of a portfolio x = 
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 consisting of columns of 
matrix A in such a way that its replication error should be as small as possible. Incomplete markets were discussed in 
Zaremba (2017b, pp. 119-121). Below SSRE is the abbreviation for “sum of squared replication errors”. We thus have  
SSRE = 
2
m
2
2
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with  )ε,...,ε,(εε m21 Ax-b. Since some states of the world are less likely than others, the company should be 
interested in the expected SSRE, ESSRE for short, where  
ESSRE = 
2
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111  with 1p > 0, 2p > 0, … , mp > 
0 standing for objective probabilities of the individual states of the world; m denotes the number of rows (scenarios) that 
may take place in our model. 
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Definition 1 
A general hedging (replication) problem Ax = b consists in finding such portfolio xˆ  that A xˆ  is as close to the focus 
asset b as possible in the sense of minimization of SSRE, or ESSRE if probabilities of states of the market are given. 
The following result can be found in (Cerny, 2009, pp. 30-34). 
Theorem 1  
Consider a general hedging problem Ax = b. Define a new matrix A
~  and a new vector b
~
 by multiplying each row of 
A and b by the square root of the probability 1p  for the corresponding state. The optimal hedging portfolio that 
minimizes ESSRE is of the form bAAAx TT
~~
]
~~
[ˆ 1 . Its payments are then given by vector bAAAAxA TT
~~
]
~~
[ˆ 1  which 
replicates b in the best possible way.  
4. Determination of Hedging Portfolios with and without Short Sale of KGHM’s Shares 
Suppose that today is June 1, 2015 and the price of 1 KGHM’s share is 119 PLN. With matrix P representing a fraction 
of the Polish financial market, we are looking for financial instruments which will compensate potential declines of 
KGHM’s share prices in the period of nearest 6 months. An example of such compensating instrument is the focus asset 
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 in 7 states of the Polish financial market, each 
holder of asset f and 1 share of KGHM’s share is guaranteed the risk-free income of 120 in all 7 scenarios in the 
beginning of December 2015. Buying on June 1, 2015 portfolio x = 
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 the investor (KGHM or any other one) will 
replicate the focus asset f, and will get rid of any risk.  
However, portfolio x requires a short sale of 100% of KGHM’s shares which are going to be protected against declines 
of their prices. Although this may be pretty much OK with some investors, it is not suitable for KGHM itself as it could 
suggest for current and potential investors serious problems in KGHM.  
Before we go any further with our studies, it is good to notice that Theorem 1 produces the same solution x, that is, the 
best approximating portfolio fPPPx TT
~~
]
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. We leave this simple proof for the reader. 
Therefore, now we will try another financial focus instrument compensating declines in KGHM’s shares, such that the 
resulting portfolio will not involve short sale of KGHM’ shares or it will involve the short sale to a small extend only.  
Towards this end, let us try the focus instrument 
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1f . To calculate the resulting optimal portfolio 
]
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TT    we will compute first matrices TP
~
, ]
~~
[ PPT ; 1]
~~
[ PP T  which do not depend on the chosen 
financial instrument f , a next determine 1
~
f  and 
1
~~
fP T . By doing so, we will be obtaining in sequence 
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. Finally, based on Theorem 1, we arrive at the 
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which in the best possible way approximates the focus asset f1, taking into account the assumed probabilities p =
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of the 7 states of the market. The obtained portfolio will be therefore worth  
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 PLN,                        (3) 
depending on the state of the market in the beginning of December 2015. Together with 1KGHM’s share (the first 
column in matrix P), the instrument f
1
 will generate payoffs 
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 whose expected value (taking into account 
probabilities p of the 7 states of the market) equals 119.09 PLN, slightly more than the initial price (119 PLN). 
Corollary 1 
If on June 1, 2015 an investment fund or any other investor including KGHM itself wished to protect the value of 
100,000 of KGHM’s shares against their declines in the 6-month period, then each of them on June 1 should (i) short 
26,266 KGHM shares, (ii) hold 44,488 six- month treasury bills, (iii) short 63,066 six-month call options on 1 KGHM’ 
share with a strike price of 95 PLN, and (iv) buy 59,258 six-month put options on 1 KGHM’ share with strike price of 
110 PLN. 
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4.1 Determination of Hedging Portfolios without Short Sale of KGHM’s Shares 
Let’s therefore try another financial instrument, call it f2, with the aim of creating its (i) best approximate hedge (replica) 
]
~~
[]
~~
[ˆ 2
1
2 fPPPx
TT    which will not involve short sale of KGHM’s shares. Since matrices P
~ , [ P
~
)P
~
( T ], as well as 
1T ]P
~
)P
~
[(  remain the same as in case of f1 (they have nothing to do with f1 and f2), we only need to calculate vectors 
2
~
f  and 2
~~
fPT . Making use of Excel, after a few trials, we suggest financial instrument  
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. The resulting optimal portfolio 2xˆ  is, however, quite different than 1ˆx , namely 
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1 fPPP TT what means that short sale of KGHM’s shares has been avoided. In Section 5 we will 
show that the cost of acquiring portfolio 2xˆ  is close to zero, depending on the dividend yield paid by KGHM to its 
shareholders.  
Corollary 2 
If on June 1, 2015 an investor wished to protect the value of 100,000 of KGHM’s shares against their declines in the 
6-month period, then on that day he should (i) hold just 2200 of KGHM shares, (ii) hold 16,400 six- month treasury 
bills, (iii) short 80,700 six-month call options on 1 KGHM’ share with a strike price of 95 PLN, and (iv) buy 69,700 
six-month put options on 1 KGHM’ share with strike price of 110 PLN. 
Before we proceed to the next section, let us again make use of Excel. After few trials, we have found the financial 
instrument f3=
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. The resulting optimal portfolio 3xˆ  is similar to 2xˆ , 
and also without a short sale of KGHM’s shares, namely   ]
~~
[]
~~
[ˆ 3
1
3 fPPPx
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
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
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001.1
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009.0
. However, it is cheaper 
than portfolio 2xˆ , what will be demonstrated in the Section 5. 
Corollary 3 
If on June 1, 2015 an investor wished to protect the value of 100,000 of KGHM’s shares against their declines in the 
6-month period, then on June 1 he should (i) hold just 900 of KGHM shares, (ii) hold 20,000 six- month treasury bills, 
(iii) short 100,100 six-month call options on 1 KGHM’ share with a strike price of 95 PLN, and (iv) buy 70,000 
six-month put options on 1 KGHM’ share with strike price of 110 PLN. 
5. Valuation of Call and Put Options (Volatility  =35%; Risk-Free Rate r =2.5%) 
In order to estimate the (theoretical) market price of portfolios 1ˆx , 2xˆ , 3xˆ  on June 1, 2015, let’s start with computation 
of theoretical market prices of the 4 basis assets they are build upon(see definition of matrix P at the end of 
Introduction). We already know that 1 KGHM’s share costs 119 PLN. Since the risk-free rate in Poland is 2.5%-3% per 
annum, one may assume that a 6-month treasury bill with face value of 100 PLN (our second basis asset) has the market 
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price between 98.50 PLN and 99 PLN. 
What remains to do, is the estimation of theoretical market price of (i) a 6-month call option 9 5c  with strike 95 PLN 
and (ii) a 6-month put option 
110
p  with strike 110 PLN. According to Black–Scholes formula the theoretical value of 
a call option is given by 
c )()exp()()exp( 21 dNrTXdNqTS                           (4) 
where q is dividend yield (for better illustration we suppose that q was between 2% and 4% in the last few years), T is 
the expiration date ( 2
1
 of the year in the studied case), N(d) is the cumulative probability distribution function for the 
standard normal distribution N(0,1), r is the risk-free rate on Polish market (about 2.5% annually), with 
Tσ/]σ5,0qr()X/S[ln(d 21  ; Tσ/]σ5,0qr()X/S[ln(d
2
2  .             (5) 
Let’s see how different values of parameter q affect the valuation of our call option with strike price 95 PLN. When q = 
2% then 1d  = 1.0440, 2d = 0.7965 and consequently )d(N 1  = 0.852, )d(N 2 = 0.7871 so that 9 5c  = 26.50 PLN. 
When dividend yield is higher, for example, q = 3%, then 1d  = 1.0238, 2d = 0.7763 and consequently )d(N 1 = 
0.8470, )d(N 2 = 0.7812 so that 9 5c  = 26.00 PLN. Finally, when q = 4% then 1d  = 1.0036, 2d = 0.7561 and 
consequently )d(N 1  = 0.8422, )d(N 2 = 0.7752 so that the call option is even more cheaper, namely it costs 9 5c  = 
25.51 PLN. We have just proved the following. 
Proposition 1  
The change of parameter q from 2% to 3% and next to 4% implies the corresponding change (decline) of 9 5c :  
        q = 2%       q = 3%         q = 4% 
   9 5c  = 26.50 PLN 9 5c  = 26.00  PLN  9 5c  = 25.51 PLN 
Now, let’s see how different values of parameter q affect the value of our put option with strike price of 110 PLN for 
which we have a slightly different Black–Scholes valuation formula 
p )d(N)rTexp(X)d(N)qTexp(S 21                               (6) 
When dividend q = 2% then 1d = 0.4516, 2d = 0.2041 and consequently )d(N 1  = 0.6742, )d(N 2 = 0,5809 so that 
p 115 = 7,15 PLN. When dividend is higher, for example q = 3%, then 1d = 0.4314, 2d = 0.1839 and consequently 
)d(N 1  = 0.6669, )d(N 2 = 0.5730 so that p 110  = 7.34 PLN. 
The put option costs more when dividend yield is higher because it gives the right to sell for the same price (110 PLN) a 
less valuable share of KGHM (due to a higher payment of dividend from that share in the period June 1, 2015 to 
December 2, 2015). Finally, when q = 4% then 1d = 0.4112, 2d = 0.1637 and consequently )d(N 1  = 0.6595, 
)d(N 2 = 0.5650 so that p 110 = 7.54 PLN. We have just proved the following 
Proposition 2 
The change of parameter q from 2% to 3% and next to 4% implies the corresponding increase of p 110 :   
       q = 2%       q = 3%         q = 4% 
p 110  = 7,15 PLN p 110  = 7.34 PLN p 110  = 7.54 PLN 
5.1 Cost of the Hedging Portfolio 
1xˆ  ( =35%; Risk-Free Rate r = 2.5%) 
First we will estimate the cost of portfolio 1xˆ














593.0
631.0
445.0
263.0
 built upon 4 financial instruments (basis assets) represented by 
4 columns of matrix P given by formula (1). Portfolio 
1xˆ  is the best approximate hedge for financial instrument      



















23
14
2
23
37
43
69
1f . When dividend yield q = 2%, then S=












15.7
50.26
5.98
119
 designates the price vector of these 4 basis assets. The cost of 
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1xˆ  is therefore equal to  1ˆ; xS
T =
T












15.7
50.26
5.98
119














593.0
631.0
445.0
263.0
 = 0.09 PLN, which represents only 0.1% of the KGHM’s share price 
on June 1, 2015. Holding 1 KGHM’s share plus financial instrument f1 is almost risk-free investment since in the 
beginning of December 2015 it yields payoffs 






















87.119
27.118
67.116
99.120
98.121
80.119
63.117
. When dividend yield q = 3%, then S=












34.7
00.26
5.98
119
 designates the price 
vector of the 4 basis assets. The cost of 1xˆ  is thus equal to  1ˆ; xS
T
=












34.7
00.26
5.98
119














593.0
631.0
445.0
263.0
 = 0.52 PLN, which 
represents only 0.4% of 119 PLN. When dividend yield q = 4%, then S=












54.7
51.25
5.98
119
 is the price vector of the 4 basis assets. 
The cost of 1xˆ  is thus equal to  1ˆ; xS
T
=












54.7
51.25
5.98
119














593.0
631.0
445.0
263.0
 = 0.94 PLN, which represents only 0.8% of 119 PLN. The 
calculations above are summarized in 
Table 1. Theoretical value of portfolio 
1xˆ  in 3 different scenarios 
            q = 2%          q = 3%              q = 4% 
cost of 
1xˆ  = 0.09 PLN cost of 1xˆ  = 0.52 PLN cost of 1xˆ  = 0.94 PLN 
5.2 Cost of the Hedging Portfolio 2xˆ  ( =35%; Risk-Free Rate r = 2.5%) 
Now we will estimate the cost of portfolio 
2xˆ = 













697.0
807.0
164.0
022.0
 which is the best approximate hedge for financial instrument  
f 2 = 
























17
13
4.3
25
33
42
61
. Let dividend yield q = 2%. Since the price vector of these 4 basis assets is the same, namely S=












15.7
50.26
5.98
119
, the 
cost of 
2xˆ  is equal to  2ˆ; xS
T
=
T












15.7
50.26
5.98
119













697.0
807.0
164.0
022.0
 = 2.37 PLN, which represents 2% of the KGHM’s share price 
on June 1, 2015. Holding 1 KGHM’s share plus financial instrument f2 is pretty risk-free investment since it will yield 
payoffs 






















24.124
01.121
79.117
54.121
70.120
83.115
95.110
 after 6 months (December 2, 2015). Let now dividend yield q = 3%. Since the price vector of the 4 
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basis assets S=












34.7
00.26
5.98
119
, the cost of 
2xˆ  is equal to  2ˆ; xS
T
=
T












34.7
00.26
5.98
119













697.0
807.0
164.0
022.0
 = 2.94 PLN, which represents 2.4% of 
119 PLN. When dividend yield q = 4%, then S=












54.7
51.25
5.98
119
 is the price vector of the 4 basis assets. The cost of 
2xˆ  is 
equal to  1ˆ; xS
T
=












54.7
51.25
5.98
119













697.0
807.0
164.0
022.0
 = 3.44 PLN, which represents only 2.9% of 119 PLN. The calculations above are 
summarized in 
Table 2. Theoretical value of portfolio 2xˆ  in 3 different scenarios 
            q = 2%          q = 3%              q = 4% 
cost of 2xˆ  = 2.37 PLN cost of 2xˆ  = 2.94 PLN cost of 2xˆ  = 3.44 PLN 
5.3 Cost of the Hedging Portfolio 3xˆ  ( =35%; Risk-Free Rate r = 2.5%) 
Finally, we will estimate the cost of portfolio 3xˆ =













700.0
001.1
200.0
009.0
 which is the best approximate hedge for financial instrument 
f 3 =
























25
18
2
25
37
45
63
. Let again dividend yield q = 2%. Since the price of 4 basis assets are given as previously by vector S=












15.7
50.26
5.98
119
, 
the cost of 3xˆ  is equal to  2ˆ; xS
T
=
T












15.7
50.26
5.98
119













700.0
001.1
200.0
009.0
 = -0.76 PLN, which represents -0.6% of the KGHM’s share 
price on June 1, 2015. Holding 1 KGHM’s share plus financial instrument f 3  is almost risk-free investment since it will 
yield payoffs 






















25.116
13.116
00.116
87.122
23.123
60.118
96.113
 on December 2, 2015. Let now dividend yield q = 3%. Since this time S=












34.7
00.26
5.98
119
, the cost of 3xˆ  
is equal to  3ˆ; xS
T
= 
T












34.7
00.26
5.98
119













700.0
001.1
200.0
009.0
 = -0.13 PLN, which represents -0.1% of 119 PLN. When q = 4%, then 
S=












54.7
51.25
5.98
119
and consequently the cost of 3xˆ  is equal to  3ˆ; xS
T
=












54.7
51.25
5.98
119













700.0
001.1
200.0
009.0
 = 0.23 PLN, which represents only 
0.2% of 119 PLN. The calculations above can be summarized in 
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Table 3. Theoretical value of portfolio 3xˆ  in 3 different scenarios 
            q = 2%          q = 3%              q = 4% 
cost of 3xˆ  = -0.76 PLN cost of 3xˆ  = -0.13 PLN cost of 3xˆ  = 0.23 PLN 
Corollary 4. The costs of acquiring on June 1, 2015 hedging portfolios 1xˆ , 2xˆ  and 3xˆ  are close to 0 PLN, depending 
on dividend yield (q) paid annually by KGHM. Six months later these portfolios plus 1 KGHM’s share secure payments 
close to 119 PLN, the latter being the price of 1 KGHM’s share on June 1, 2015. 
6. Concluding Remarks 
The natural question arises how the level of volatility of share prices affects valuation of hedging portfolios, for 
example portfolio 3xˆ . Suppose therefore that volatility of KGHM’s share prices is now lower, namely  = 20%, with 
other parameters remaining the same. Arguing in the same way as above, assume first that q = 2%. Then 1d = 1,681, 
2d = 1,540 and consequently )d(N 1  = 0,954, )d(N 2 = 0,9382 so that by virtue of formula (4) we have 95c  = 24,33 
PLN. 
When dividend yield is higher, for example, q = 3%, then 1d = 1,646, 2d = 1,504 and )d(N 1  = 0,950, )d(N 2 = 
0,9338 so that 9 5c  = 23,77 PLN. Finally, when q = 4% then 1d = 1,610, 2d = 1,1469 and consequently )d(N 1  = 
0,946, )d(N 2 = 0,9291 so that the call option is even more cheaper, namely it costs 95c  = 23,22 PLN. We have just 
proved the following 
Fact 2.  
The change of parameter q from 2% to 3% and next to 4% implies the corresponding change (decline) of 9 5c : 
        q = 2%       q = 3%         q = 4% 
   9 5c = 24.33 PLN  9 5c = 23.77 PLN 9 5c = 23.22 PLN 
Now, using formula (6) instead of (4), we obtain the following results 
      %20        q = 2%       q = 3%         q = 4% 
      put option    p110= 2.81 PLN   p110= 2.97 PLN    p110= 3.13 PLN 
When q =2%, then the price vector S =












81.2
33.24
5,98
119
. It implies that cost of portfolio 3xˆ  is below zero, namely 
T












81.2
33.24
5,98
119














700.0
001.1
200.0
009.0
= -1.616 PLN. When q =3%, then the price vector S =












97.2
77.23
5.98
119
 and consequently the theoretical price of  
3xˆ  equals 
T












81.2
33.24
5.98
119














700.0
001.1
200.0
009.0
= -0.944 PLN. Finally, when q =4% the cost of 
3xˆ is equal to 
T












13.3
22.23
5.98
119













700.0
001.1
200.0
009.0
= -0.281 PLN. 
Corollary 2. When dividend q increases from 2% to 3% and next to 4%, the negative theoretical cost of acquiring the 
best approximate portfolio 3xˆ  is going up from -1,616 PLN to -0,944 PLN and next increases by almost the same 
amount to -0,281 PLN. 
Comparing these negative prices of replicating portfolio 3ˆx  with those shown in table 3 when  equaled 35%, one 
sees that lower volatility ( = 20%) caused lower theoretical prices of 3xˆ .  
Open Problem. (i) Is the same true for replicating portfolios 1xˆ  and 2xˆ ? 
(ii) Do always theoretical prices of replicating portfolios built by means of the methodology presented above decrease 
along with volatility of share prices? 
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